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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
■■ The■Australian-US■Free■Trade■Agreement■(AUSFTA)■has■undoubtedly■enhanced■the■

alliance■relationship■between■Australia■and■the■US■through■economic■integration.

■■ Whilst■China■and■India■increasingly■look■to■Australia■for■investment■options,■the■US■
continues■to■be■the■largest■foreign■investor■in■Australia■in■a■range■of■sectors.

■■ Since■the■1980s■and■the■internationalising■of■the■Australian■economy,■Australian■
companies■have■sought■to■invest■in■the■US■as■their■preferred■destination.

The AUSFTA was designed to promote both economic and political interests by increasing the investment 
flows between the two countries and liberalising trade. Nearly a decade after implementation the expansion 
of both imports and investments led by the resource boom has driven the Australian economy to new levels of 
prosperity. The Agreement has offered further opportunity for closer economic integration through harmonisation 
of standards and increased migration of professionals between the countries. Despite these achievements, 
the AUSFTA has delivered a mixed overall outcome for Australia - chiefly due to larger macroeconomic forces 
including the Global Financial Crisis.

Against the background of ongoing Trans-Pacific Partnership negotiations that exclude China as well as 
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership negotiations that exclude the US, Australia must continue to 
work with both sides of the Pacific to prioritise economic cooperation. As deterritorialisation becomes more 
evident in global production, inclusive regional economic agreements will support continued regional stability.  
 
 
Cover image: “Sydney Opera House” by kin0be, licensed under CC BY 2.0.

The Alliance 21 Program receives funding support from the following partners. Research conclusions are derived 
independently and authors represent their own view, rather than an institutional one of the United States Studies Centre.
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Today, nearly a decade on, greater opportunities for economic integration exist as 
a consequence of the Agreement, however, a set of larger macroeconomic forces 
including the Global Financial Crisis (GFC), strong Australian dollar and resources 
boom have been decisive in determining the economic effects. At the same time 
US strategic rebalancing in the region provides the backdrop to new efforts in 
Australian trade policy-making and regional integration.

The obvious caveat to any analysis of the effects of the AUSFTA remains one of 
attribution. With this in mind I have considered the broader economic relationship 
over the period since 2004. To be sure, the story of the Agreement itself begins 
with the inflated expectations that accompanied the negotiations. As is well known 
some of the economic modelling indicated that the export expansion for Australia 
could be spectacular, yet its critics foreshadowed that the agreement would be a 
means by which the country would meet its demise. More prosaically, nonetheless, 
neither prediction has materialised. Instead, the plan to achieve enhanced trade 
results has delivered mixed outcomes. For the most part the convergence of the 
GFC with its origins with the US, and the rising Australia dollar beyond parity, 
have significantly constrained the expansion of Australian exports into the US. 
Furthermore, as the average MFN tariffs for both countries were already less 
than five per cent, trade liberalisation in this respect was limited. Opportunity for 
closer economic integration was also established through the widening of mutual 
recognition of professional standards and increased options for the mobility of 
professional workers. Again, however, the recession contextualises a plateau in the 
uptake of these options. Alternately, as to the predictions of potential loss of the 
policy space in specific sectors as a consequence of the Agreement’s provisions 
there has been limited circumscription of policy flexibility to date.

What has materialised, nevertheless, is the dramatic expansion of both imports and 

investment to supply a resources boom which has driven the Australian economy 
to new levels of prosperity. Thriving imports from the US have serviced the growth 
of the extractive industries, with record levels of US capital directed toward LNG 
projects. Partner to this has been a substantive financial services sector supporting 
the influx of capital. Smaller Australian agricultural productivity gains have also 
been supported by innovative US agricultural technological developments and 
the purchasing power of the Australian dollar. Outside the commodities sector, 
however, only a few of the high tech projects that are often touted as part of a 
future suited to the educated and prosperous Australian society and economy 
beyond the excavation of resources have been established jointly to date.

Certainly Australia has drawn closer to the US, and the alliance relationship has been 
enhanced. By far the foundation for this development has been Australia’s political 
decision to support the US deployments to Iraq and Afghanistan. More recently too, 
its affirmation of US strategic rebalancing as underpinned by Australian cooperation 
in the space and maritime domains has had much more material, if not publicised, 
effect. On the flipside of the political outcomes, at a time when Australia aims to 
smooth the contradictions of its Asia Pacific identity, including its strong economic 
relationship with China, its decision to agree to less than comprehensive terms in 
agriculture in the AUSFTA, has left Australia regularly rebuffing calls from China 
and Japan for a similar deal. While it is also more aware of the political and strategic 
implications of the Trans Pacific Partnership Agreement which at present does not 
include China, and the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership currently 
excluding the US, the need for a high quality regional agreement is increasingly 
important as deterritorialisation becomes more evident in global production. 

The Australia-United States Free Trade Agreement (AUSFTA) was proposed to serve both economic 
and political interests. As a trade agreement, it aimed to facilitate economic gain where multilateral 
and regional options were stalled and its political benefit was to enhance alliance relations.
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Australian AUSFTA Motivations

Unquestionably the impetus for the creation of the AUSFTA was both economic 
and political. In the early 1990s opposition Coalition Party politicians sought trade 
solutions to a recessionary environment through a preferential trade agreement 
with the US. They proposed that Australia break with the trade orthodoxy of 
the time to pursue a deal. It was also a move that would depart from previous 
decisions dating back from 1947 to the late 1990s where Australia had resiled from 
US approaches for a bilateral trade deal. It had done so repeatedly on the basis that 
the most productive gains for Australia were assumed to be best sourced through 
multilateral negotiations.

Regionally too, Prime Ministers Hawke and Keating had promoted the APEC 
institution as a solution to assuage one of the perennial political fears for Australia’s 
trade policy, that the dissolution of trade arrangements into preferential blocs 
situated on each side of the Pacific rim would leave Australia isolated. Instead the 
government aimed to work the two sides of the Asia Pacific to advantage. As 
we know the problem with this approach arose as the APEC trade liberalisation 
agenda eventually abrased against the difficulty of delivering liberalisation in 
sensitive sectors. The outcomes focus as led by the US was stymied by the 
format of concerted unilateralism and as manifested in the Early Sectoral Voluntary 
Liberalisation program. APEC’s Bogor goals would not be realised, leaving the plan 
to bring the two sides of the Pacific closer together, stagating. 

By the mid-1990s Australia’s attempts to  institutionalise its integrated trade 
policy was also  contextualised by an Asian regional political environment that 
was increasingly inward  looking. Characterised by Mahathir’s exclusivist East 
Asian Economic Caucus and then the ASEAN Plus Three, regional groupings were 
accompanied by pejorative views in some quarters of the region of an Australia 
that was still politically out of touch with its East Asian neighbours. As China re-
emerged it too was wary of relinquishing control within Anglo institutions. As 
the decade evolved and the likelihood of Australia gaining appreciably from the 
multilateral negotiations looking increasingly less likely, the Howard government 

turned to bilateralism as a means by which it could align and foster its economic 
and political interests. Australia’s analysis that an Agreement with the US could 
provide for closer integration with the world’s largest economy was commensurate 
with its interest in maintaining US strategic presence in the region. And by the late 
1990s this concern too was of the importance of its US ally when the US, through 
its diplomatic and economic leverage, had enabled an Australian led mission to 
establish and maintain East Timor’s peaceful transition to sovereignty. 

Utilising a favourable but small aperture within the US domestic political environment 
in the early 2000s where Congress had granted TPA to President Bush, Australia 
and the US then struck a trade deal that aimed to liberalise and grow trade, spur 
investment, promote closer economic integration and enhance the value of the 
strategic relationship.

Recession in the US, Resource Boom in Australia

Specifically then, one of the aims 
of the AUSFTA was intended 
as a means to liberalise trade 
between the two countries. 
As most MFN tariffs were less 
than five per cent, however, the 
possibilities for tariff reduction 
were limited. Yet since the 
inception of the AUSFTA the 
sluggishness of Australian 
export growth with the US has 
been evident. Unquestionably, the effects of the US recession beginning in 2007, 
coupled with the strength of the Australian dollar from 2009 onwards, constrained 
the ability of Australian exporters to expand in US markets. The recession also 
spurred an economic and political imperative in the US to actively promote external 
market opportunities. So, in the domestic political economy, there exist durable 
and immediate consequences as exporters experience difficulties improving their 

Australia’s analysis that an Agreement 
with the US could provide closer 
integration with the world’s largest 
economy was commensurate 
with its interest in maintaining US 
strategic presence in the region
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profitability, and though as a defensive win under the AUSFTA and the US Trade 
Agreements Act, Australia was exempted from the 6 per cent charge on foreign 
goods under the Buy America Act, these gains have been insufficient to overcome 
the more potent dynamics.

As Austrade noted, Australia’s Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) in 
merchandise and services exports to the US in the period 2006-2011 expanded 
by 1.5 per cent, compared with the strong growth in Asian markets: China 19.9 
per cent, South Korea 9.7 per cent and India 15.2 per cent. The CAGR includes 
Thailand with 11 per cent, New Zealand 1.6 per cent, while ASEAN FTA economies 
including Malaysia recorded 6.9 per cent, Indonesia 6.6 per cent and Singapore 2.3 
per cent.

In sum, from 2004-05 to 2010-12 DFAT recorded the goods trade deficit with 
the US increasing from nearly $12 billion to nearly $21 with the US, however, 
evidenced a widening of the Australian deficit not just in the period since the 
AUSFTA but over the longer period from 2001 (see Chart 1). Within these figures, 
a sharp rise in merchandise exports through 2008-09 of approximately $2.5 billion 
suggests incipient export growth before a fall by a similar sum in the following 
year which coincides with the external forces of the recession and rising dollar. A 
more specific disaggregation of these export figures reveal that nearly the entire 
rise and fall could be attributable to one off increases of $1.1 billion in the export 
of mineral fuels and oils, and the $881 million increase by way of sales of Holden 
Commodore rebranded as Pontiacs. In addition to the effects of the GFC and 
exchange rates these automotive exports to the US were also subject to pressure 
from US automotive unions who were responsive to the contractionary forces of 
the recession. 

Thus, what will be of crucial interest to Australian exporters, workers and 
investors is the nature of the US recovery. If re-shoring, the return to the US of 
manufacturing to its homeland, takes place as a consequence of more favourable 
wage and transport equations then US growth may be expansive. Similarly if US 
corporations are confident enough to commence reinvestment of cash holdings 

currently assessed as up to $1.5 trillion in the US economy then opportunities will 
arise for Australians.

Equally, as many would argue, the overall result for the economy takes precedence 
over ebbs and flows of the specific bilaterals. And on most recent assessments, 
sections of the Australia economic canvas have appeared providential. The strength 
of the imports has supported the enormous expansion of the Australian economy, 
particularly as they provides minerals and energy for economies in northeast 
Asia. Patently, the dramatic increase in imports reveals the extent to which the 
strong Australian economy over this period has pulled in imports such as big ticket 
machinery necessary to fuel growth in the extractive resources sector but more 
widely as responsive to the growing economy. 

Smaller but long term benefits have also been evident with the import of US 
agricultural technology which has bolstered the efficiencies for Australian 
agricultural producers. In addition to more affordable farm machinery, crop science, 

Chart 1: Australia’s Merchandise Trade with the US1
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irrigation, power generation including solar technologies have provided gains for 
agribusiness. 

To this point I have commented largely on national considerations yet changes 
in international production process evidences practices that are much more 
disaggregated across national boundaries. What is less well understood beyond 
the simple calculations of final merchandise and services flows during the period 
of operation of the AUSFTA is the role of Australian intermediaries in global supply 
networks and the extent to which Australia is exploiting any comparative advantage 
in its international production networks. Nonetheless, in a resource economy such 
as Australia’s most value adding takes place from within the domestic economy. 

Opportunities for Closer Integration but Constrained 
Services Growth

For a medium sized economy, the twelfth largest internationally, the strength of 
Australian services exports into the mature US economy is worth recognition. DFAT 
figures show that in 2011-12 Australian exports into the US amounted to just over 
$5 billion compared to nearly $11 billion of US exports into Australia (see Chart 2). 
Overall, Australia’s bilateral trade in services with the US in 2010-2011 amounted 
to $15.3 billion, Australia’s largest two-way services trade partner and has been so 
since 1984-85. As such it is the second highest partners. Both exports and imports 
follow a similar stable pattern 2000-01 to 2005-6, a period of growth to 2007-08 
until with the onset of the Global Financial Crisis they then decreased. Transport 
and travel service imports recovered post GFC as the increase in the Australian 
dollar made international trade increasingly attractive for Australian travellers. 

The AUSFTA marks a ‘negative list’ top down approach to services, with only 
a small number of caveats to liberalization nominated under ‘non conforming 
measures’ in an annex to the Agreement. In this respect given the automaticity 
of the MFN provisions, the agreement can be considered WTO plus or third 
wave. The prevailing trade in services occurred in the business sector (primarily 
comprised of Financial and Insurance Services, Intellectual Property Royalties, 

Telecommunication, computer and information services, research and development 
and professional services). 

The Agreement also offers opportunity for closer economic integration through 
harmonisation of standards and increased places for professionals. The Working 
Group on Professional Services has partially harmonised standards for professional 
service supplier licensing through each of the Accounting Profession, Engineering 
Profession and Legal Profession Initiatives. The E3 visa quota for Australian 
professionals to work in the US was increased as a consequence of the AUSFTA 
from 900 to 10,500 places, however, the US Bureau of Consular Affairs noted that 
at its maximum uptake in 2008 the visa approvals were recorded at 2,961 before a 
reduction during the recession (see Chart 3). Though the bureaucratic processing 
of visa applications is in some instances cumbersome, the prospects for service 
delivery could be enhanced by increased interest, approvals and uptake of the E3 

Chart 2: Australia’s Services Trade with the US2
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visa. This is especially so given that in some service sectors such as financial and 
insurance services the presence of foreign affiliates is a significant mode of service 
delivery.

Visa 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

E3 Australian specialty 
occupation 
professional

1,918 2,572 2,961 2,191 2,175 2,546

E3D Child or spouse 
of E3

1,053 1,368 1,568 1,421 1,582 1,663

E3R Returning Australian 
specialty occupation 
professional

0 6 114 561 782 733

Chart 3: E3 Visa Uptake3

A DFAT commissioned ABS survey conducted in 2009-10 revealed the importance 
of foreign affiliates. 97.2 per cent of Financial and Insurance services to the US are 
provided by 282 Australian affiliates or using GATS terminology, Mode 3 commercial 
presence abroad. The relevance of this mode of delivery is consistent in Financial 
and Insurance Services supply in other markets such as New Zealand, Singapore 
and Hong Kong. Thus it is evident that a commercial presence in the US is decisive 
in developing a trade in services, however, it may not be necessary in sustaining it 
as evidenced by the drop in legal services mode 3 delivery to zero as of 2008-09. It 
is also the case that Australian service providers are maximising their prospects in 
Asian markets as was suggested by the recent amalgamation of Australian law firm 
Mallesons with its Chinese counterpart to form King Wood Mallesons.

Limited Intrusion into the Domestic Policy Space

As regards some of the debate over intrusions into the domestic policy space, much 

of the contention surrounding the AUSFTA centred on medicines policy, intellectual 
property and quarantine relaxation. To date it appears that Australia has maintained 
its capacity to exercise sovereignty within these policy spaces, albeit with a couple 
of issues that continue to attract attention. First, Tom Faunce, Jimmy Bai and Duy 
Nguyen have argued that the Medicines Working Group has instigated the alteration 
to the PBS formulary in 2008 amendments to the National Health Act 1953. Through 
the bifurcation of drug categories to F1 (prescription, mostly patented medicines) and 
F2 (mostly generic) then the price referencing system has been fractured. Arguably 
then one consequence of the Agreement is that the evidence based nature of the 
PBS cost effectiveness system has been partially eroded. 

Second, in response to persistent calls and concern for the maintenance of audiovisual 
broadcasting quotas in innovative technologies, the government would argue 
that it has already created the policy space to do so through the provisions of the 
Agreement. Nevertheless, it remains an area where questions continue to be raised 
as to whether Australian culture in broadcasting, particularly in new technologies has 
been sufficiently preserved.

US Investment in Australia: Extractive, Financial and 
Agricultural Industries

Australian investment abroad has traditionally been skewed to the Anglosphere of 
US, UK, NZ and Canada as its top four preferred destinations for investment with 
western liberal democratic familiarity, legal standards, business culture and language 
influential in these decisions. While China and India increasingly look to Australia for 
investment options, for decades the US has remained the largest foreign investor in 
Australia (see Chart 4). Unquestionably, the resources boom in Australia has provided 
a slew of investment opportunities for many countries, one of the most significant of 
which has been for the US.

The AUSFTA was designed to promote the flows of investment between the two 
countries, and as is evident investment has increased substantively. As part of the 
Agreement, Australia raised the Foreign Investment Review Board (FIRB) threshold 
in non-sensitive sectors for US investment to $800 million and indexed by $50 
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million annually. By 2009-10 the FIRB stated that the US was the largest source of 
approved proposals with $39.1 billion from a total of all country proposals of $139.5 
billion (down from $181.4 billion in proposals the previous year). The broader 
contextualising forces of constraint in the US and commodities boom in Australia 
have also provided the stimulus for the significant increases in investment beyond 
the terms of the Agreement itself.

Chart 4: Foreign Investment in Australia4

Overall US investment in Australia has increased by 51.9 per cent since 2004 from 
$362.2 billion to $550 billion. Investment patterns may be further divided into 
Foreign Direct Investment in a locally based affiliate, which gives greater control to 
the owner but often more likely to create local employment, and portfolio investment 
which provides for a more passive investment in Australian equity. Despite some 
wavering through 2008, the overarching trend in portfolio investment liabilities has 
been of a steady increase from $149 billion in 2004 to $320 billion by 2010. 

Specific investment information is difficult to source within Australia and information 
must be sought instead via the US Department of Commerce. It records broad 
categories of US FDI investments in Australia in 2010 in finance and insurance, 

nonbank holding companies, mining, and manufacturing principally chemicals, food 
and transportation equipment and information sectors. Also indicative of the US 
presence in the resources boom is the supply of finance and financial services for 
Australian resource development. Australians have accessed US equity funding 
to service growth, but they have also typically looked offshore to secure major 
debt funding. The depth and breadth of the US markets have been attractive to 
Australian borrowers. 

While some in Washington express anxiety regarding closer Australian ties 
with China, it is also the case that companies headquartered in the US and their 
multinational shareholders are benefitting from the Australian export of resources 
to China, and the size and scale of these, mostly resource, projects are substantial. 
Projects indicative of the interconnections between US provisions of investment 
capital, both equity and debt, or US and Chinese capital include the Exxon Mobil 
and PetroChina supply of $50 billion LNG from the Gorgon gas fields. Origin Energy 
and US integrated energy company ConocoPhillips are partnering Gladstone, 
Queensland. This is prospectively a multibillion dollar and 20 year supply venture 
project. US energy corporate, (and likely higher) investment in the Gorgon LNG 
field, planned to come on stream in 2014, is the largest single resource investment 
in Australia. Similarly US engineering, construction and management companies 
such as Bechtel are set to provide some of the gas plant engineering and design for 
these Western Australian and Queensland resource projects. 

Investment interest is by no means restricted to the LNG industry. Largest US 
coal producer by volume, St Louis based Peabody Energy acquired a controlling 
interest in Queensland miner Macarthur Coal when it proceeded with a $4.9 billion 
takeover in October 2011. While these project investments are certainly immense, 
and billions will be spent on Australian goods and services, in its Budget Papers 
2012-13 the Australian Government has noted that the mining industry has high 
levels of tax deductions that relate to capital expenditure and has had lower levels 
of corporate tax to Gross Operating Surpluses than other sectors of the Australian 
economy over the past decade. 

Accompanying mining financing were agreements to facilitate the promotion of 
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temporary migration of US skilled workers to address skilled labour shortages, 
however, the reduction in iron ore and coal prices toward the second half of 2012 
suggests these plans may not eventuate. 

Clearly then US investments in the mining and finance sectors are supporting 
some extraordinarily large projects. In agriculture, Cargill Australia has had an 
established presence since 1967 primarily through the Australian wheatbelt with 
US$250 million in investments. Most recently the FIRB provided Cargill with 
approval to purchase the troubled AWB Commodities management business. 
Some in Australia, however, would also have hoped that a greater alignment of 
US and Australian interests would have supported projects beyond the extraction 
of resources and agriculture. So far, however, the high tech joint projects remain 
nascent. Illustrative of the nature and size of these projects include partnership 
with the University of Melbourne to establish a research and development 85 
million export business to the Asia Pacific. GE and CSIRO also have $20 million 
joint investments in clean tech and aviation projects. 

Not much discussed is the commercial activity of the US weapons houses through 
their subsidiaries in Australia. The US has often been regarded as a preferred 
supplier by both the Australian military and an Australian government keen to 
further interoperability, parent service and alliance connections. Similarly, the US 
government also has investments through the Australian joint defence facilities 
such as Pine Gap and the recent rotational stationing of a US marine task force in 
Darwin.

Australian Investment in the US: The Search for 
Greater Gains and Cheap Investments

Toward the end of the 1960s and early 1970s Australian companies had begun to 
look outwards as the tyranny of size struck home in corporate strategy projections. 
Although temporarily in the 1970s a prospective resources boom obscured the 
confines of the Australian market, big Australian players needed to look elsewhere 
for growth. With the internationalising of the Australian economy in the 1980s 

and the consequent floating of the dollar and removal of offshore investment 
restrictions, Australians had both opportunity and impetus to expand. American 
markets were the obvious choice by dint of size and similarities in business culture. 

Since that time the US has remained the preferred destination for Australian 
investment (see Chart 5). Since 2004 Australian investment in the US has risen 
except for a period constrained by the GFC. Investors have included financial 
and infrastructure services providers such as QBE and Actus Lendlease. 
More recently fast ferry manufacturers Austal and Incat have joined an array of 
manufacturers operating in the US including Boral, Pratt, Bluescope, and CSL, 
while Computershare and Crown feature in services. Australian superfunds have 
also expanded enormously in recent years yet it is more difficult to assess the 
nature of their specific investments.

Chart 5: Australian Investment Abroad5

Recently and consistent with the mining boom globally, mining investments have 
increased substantially. Nominally Australian, the big resource houses of Rio Tinto 
and BHP Billiton have substantial investments in the US, but both are now majority 
foreign owned. As to specific corporate investments in the US, the most significant 
over the recent years has been sets to develop its unconventional gas business. 
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Since these tier one industry purchases, however, the strategy has encountered 
setbacks with substantial falls in gas prices and problems with the fracking 
extraction process. Complicating the future for the LNG industry in Australia and 
its development of higher cost export facilities, is producers located in the US 
(including BHP Billiton) subsequent interest in the higher reward export markets of 
Asia which currently import from fields. 

In this complex transnational picture US LNG exports may yet be limited if as part 
of a broader US energy security strategy new US energy production was directed 
to US domestic markets. Nonetheless, as the IEA World Energy Outlook predicts 
an oil and gas resurgence in the US, Macquarie Group would also be anticipating 
that these billion dollar US and Australian LNG investments remain strong as the 
Group has interests in developing the $2 billion Gulf of Mexico Freeport LNG export 
terminal. So too, Australian investors may find opportunities if these reduced 
energy costs spur US recovery. 

Over the past two years Australian companies have been purchasing depreciated 
assets in the US market with the benefit of a strong dollar. Not all, however, are 
convinced of the financial returns with the pervasiveness of the dour US market 
evident in decision to divest eight non-core US shopping centres which recouped 
USD1.154 billion. Reflective of small gains to be made in retail with a 0.4 per cent 
rise in retail growth in January it is also indicative of the rise of online shopping and 
the surfeit of retailers in the US market.

Enhancing the US Alliance but also Asia Pacific 
Relations?

Initially, the promotion of the deal itself through the Washington Embassy 
Congressional Liaison office did much to highlight the opportunities for further 
business activity but also it emphasised the array of bilateral interconnections. 
Certainly since the Agreement was signed Australia has drawn closer to the US, 
and the alliance relationship has been enhanced particularly by support for US 
strategic deployments in Iraq and Afghanistan, and US strategic rebalancing in Asia. 

As is evident, regional trade groupings such as the TPP and RCEP are implicitly 
part of economic statecraft objectives. What might the AUSFTA, designed 
with economic and political objectives in mind now mean for the regional trade 
negotiations? With the advent of the TPP negotiations that currently exclude 
China, and the RCEP negotiations excluding the US, Australian concerns of the late 
eighties regarding the rise of politically oriented trade blocs are resurfacing within 
a 2012 strategic context. Australia has both economic and strategic interests at 
stake in the TPP. While the prospect for trade liberalisation in this larger grouping 
offers the possibility of greater returns for Australia, questions remain as to the 
quality of the economic agreement it can deliver, particularly given the diversity 
of member states and if the US can do little more than just maintaining its already 
established bilateral agreements. In this respect Australia, while pressing for a high 
quality agreement, should be wary of raising expectations as to what the TPP may 
deliver. As regards specific negotiations within the TPP, by way of example, the US 
National Trade Estimates continue to publish US interest in reaping higher prices 
for medicines pursuing Australian pharmaceuticals policy, as such it provides an 
ongoing challenge in trade agreements for Australian government negotiators to 
protect specific regulatory mechanisms in the health sector important to the public 
interest.

At a time now when Australia aims to maintain good relations with both sides of the 
Asia Pacific, its AUSFTA decision to delay liberalisation in some agricultural sectors, 
has given impetus to Chinese and Japanese calls for a similar deal in finalising their 
FTAs with Australia. Australia’s refusal of similar opportunities has exacerbated 
the negotiation pressures and has added to delays in finalising the agreements. 
Nevertheless, as rising states shift the regional power dynamics, Australia’s place 
in the region has become much more strategically important, it must endeavour to 
work with both sides of the Pacific. 

Where to From Here?

Since 2004 the prevailing contractive forces of financial crisis and expansionary 
commodity resource surges have provided a context for which the patterns of 
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Australian export constraint, import expansion and varying investment trends 
could be understood. Although the size of the resource projects remains immense 
and export contracts extend out to the medium term, questions now arise as the 
extent of the prosperity to be delivered. For Australia the extent of the resources 
boom begins to waver as prices fluctuate and claims of the longer term hazards 
of the entrenchment of a tiered Australian economy are manifest. Similarly, the 
IMF warns on the cyclical nature of commodity booms and the vulnerability of 
the money market and banking system to finance the resource and infrastructure 
projects under approval or refinance ongoing projects. 

As such trade policy making now needs to be informed by both macroeconomic 
understandings in addition to those above but also as it relates specifically to the US 
in both bilateral and regional settings. With respect to the first, if macroeconomic 
forces have been decisive in the economic relationship thus far what dynamics will 
be influential in the medium term? The next set of dynamics that will contribute to 
US recovery with flow on effects for Australia include the extent to which reshoring 
of US manufacturing takes place, US self sufficiency in oil and gas production, 
whether and to what extent the US may become an energy exporter, and/or the 
timing and nature of US corporate reinvestment in the US domestic economy. 

At present the full extent of the bilateral economic relationship and how businesses 
operate or wish to operate within it is unknown. Australia requires knowledge of 
the size and extent of US corporate activity in Australia, the breakdown into sectors 
of US investment in Australia, together with a deeper understanding of the full 
extent and trends in the trade in services. Similarly, little data has been collected on 
Australian businesses response to the AUSFTA save a small but apposite survey 
conducted by the AIG in 2009. It indicated business concern as to the derivation of 
benefits from FTAs. In relation to the AUSFTA fewer than half reported: that they 
had reaped direct benefits; had their access to US government contracts improved; 
or benefitted from new export opportunities. The survey also recorded similar con 
Chile, Singapore, Thailand, and the Closer Economic Agreement (CER) with New 
Zealand. Though some of these concerns may reflect unrealistic expectations of 
what FTAs can deliver, nevertheless, it would be worth investigating these issues 

more extensively. Relative to this point, ongoing specific updates be available 
publicly and regularly. 

Politically, a better understanding of US political and Congressional process at the 
time of the AUSFTA negotiations would have revealed that market access to the 
sugar trade was not possible at the outset in this Agreement nor was a complete 
dismantling of the Jones Act. As for the strategic calculations, a reinstatement 
of the value of corporate knowledge through government would serve Australian 
interests. Not only can this knowledge consolidate the learning from one Agreement 
to the next but it offers reminders that US domestic interests remain as the primary 
consideration for US policy over alliance relationships when trade tensions arise. In 
this respect, DFAT will require the resources to do so as it works in an increasingly 
complex economic and strategic environment. 

While in this paper I have referred to national considerations, changes in production 
processes reveal more extensive international supply chain practices. In a resource 
economy, yet the economic future may require Australia to more fully understand 
and participate in these processes. 

With respect to regional trade policy making, Australia’s best option remains 
working with both sides of the Pacific in prioritising cooperation. A workably 
inclusive regional Agreement is desirable not just for economic considerations 
including as production networks are increasingly internationalised but to support a 
strategic calculation that ensures continued stability within the region.
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Endnotes

1. Based on ABS trade data on DFAT STARS database, ABS catalogue 
5368.0.55.004 and ABS unpublished data.

2. Based on ABS trade data on DFAT STARS database, ABS catalogue 
5368.0.55.004 and ABS unpublished data.

3. Source: US Bureau of Consular Affairs.

4. Based on ABS cat 53520.

5. Based on ABS cat 53520. 
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